TIVOLI
WEATHERED OAK

Balancing exquisite design with timeless appeal, the Signature Collection boasts superior quality manufacturing
and attention to detail. Every piece is both beautifully proportioned and uniquely styled, effortlessly blending the
finest materials with cutting-edge technology and intricate craftsmanship. The result is a selection of exceptional
ranges for those with discerning taste.

TIVOLI
WEATHERED OAK

Tivoli is a contemporary and on-trend bedroom range incorporating a bold and striking mix of
wire brushed rustic weathered oak with ebonised accent detailing and legs. Design features include
staggered planking effect on the headboard and cabinet facia and unique tapering legs with fluting
detail. Practical touches such as BLUM soft-close drawer runners and a hide-away dressing table
mirror makes Tivoli a compelling choice for the modern bedroom.
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4207-44BD

1.

135CM BEDSTEAD
4207-43BD
145cm x 205cm x 116cm h
150CM BEDSTEAD
4207-44BD
159cm x 214cm x 116cm h

2 DRAWER NIGHTSTAND
4207-72
45cm x 40cm x 55cm h

4207-82
4207-91

4207-90

4207-70

4207-78

4207-72

2.

3 DRAWER CHEST
4207-78
105cm x 46cm x 86cm h

DRESSING TABLE
4207-90
114cm x 46cm x 77cm h

4 DRAWER CHEST
4207-70
80cm x 46cm x 108cm h

STOOL
malalu dark grey fabric seat pad
4207-91
53cm x 35cm x 49cm h

DOUBLE WARDROBE
4207-82
103cm x 60cm x 200cm h

3.

4.

1. 2 DRAWER NIGHTSTAND 2. 3 DRAWER CHEST
3. PAINTED DRAWER FEATURE WITH SOFT-CLOSE MECHANISM 4. DOUBLE WARDROBE WITH DRAWER
Please note, product measurements may vary slightly from those stated within. Our material specification refers to the exterior components.
Man-made materials may be used as part of the internal construction.
Partial assembly required.
Full self-assembly required.
All copyright, design rights and intellectual property rights existing in our design and products and in the images, text and design of this marketing material are and will remain the property
of Bentley Designs (UK) Ltd. We will treat any infringement of these rights seriously.

